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Abstract The radial electric fieldEr at the plasma edge and its relation to plasma turbulence is inves-
tigated throughout the L-H transition and an ELM cycle. Various diagnostics are considered including
an upgraded charge exchange recombination spectroscopy system. The latter is able to measure impurity
temperature, flow and density profiles with a frequency of up to 20 kHz and a radial resolution of down
to 3mm. This enables the comparison ofEr with the one calculated from neoclassical theoryEr,neo,
taking toroidal flows into account. The events during whichEr is not explained by neoclassical theory
are of special interest, as the difference indicates additional mechanisms such as turbulence driven zonal
flows (ZF) or ion orbit losses. The occurrence of the latter issuggested by earlier investigations during
the L-H transition performed at other tokamak experiments.For the present study, the I-phase at the
L-H transition was investigated. In the I-phase, regular turbulent bursts and profile changes occur with a
frequency of a fewkHz interrupted by more quiet phases. If the turbulence drives ZFs an increasedEr

versusEr,neo is expected after the turbulent bursts, however, no significant discrepancies betweenEr and
Er,neo are found indicating negligible contributions of ZFs. Additionally, a correlation analysis shows a
simultaneous evolution of the measuredEr andEr,neo and thus, a rise of theEr prior to the rise in ion
pressure gradients as expected from predator-prey like turbulence-ZF interactions cannot be confirmed.
Instead, the bursts during the I-phase show an ELM-type character. This observations suggest thatEr,neo

causes the requiredE × B shearing for the L-H transition. In addition, at the L-H transition, theEr,neo

well is found to become deeper with increasingBt, in agreement withPLH ∝ Bt while theE×B shear
velocity (= Er/B) is constant. In order to better understand the observations at the L-H transition the
same comparison ofEr andEr,neo is performed during a fully developed H-mode with type-I ELMs.

1. Introduction
The H-mode pedestal in tokamak plasmas is characterized by an edge transport barrier (ETB),
which gives rise to steep gradients in the profiles of all plasma parameters and thus, to enhanced
confinement of energy and particles. The underlying reason for the ETB is the reduction of tur-
bulent transport due to sheared flows (with velocityvE×B ), whereas the origin of the radial
electric field (Er) is still under dispute. It may be generated by turbulent or collisional (neoclas-
sical) processes and must follow the radial force balance

Er =
1

eni

∂pi
∂r

− vi,polBtor + vi,torBpol

with vE×B = Er/B, wherepi is the ion pressure,e is the elementary charge,ni the ion density,
vi the ion fluid velocity andB the magnetic field. The subscripts ’pol’ and ’tor’ denote the
poloidal and toroidal components of the aforementioned quantities. Note that at the plasma edge
a contribution due to toroidal rotation is small. This enables a test of neoclassical theory which
gives a prediction on the poloidal ion velocity. As predicted values ofvi,polBtor are generally
small for main ions, deviations from neoclassical theory and the importance of additional effects
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FIG. 1: Comparison of measuredEr to the

full neoclassicalEr,neo and to the diamag-

netic term only. Adapted from [1].

such as turbulence or zonal flows may be identified
by major violations ofEr = 1/(eni)∂pi/∂r. Note
that neoclassical theory can only predictEr if the
profiles of density and temperature are known. The
present investigations have been performed with the
edge charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
(CXRS) system at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) which
has been upgraded several times during the last few
years [2,3], improving the spatial and temporal reso-
lution, such that CXRS measurements with down to
3mm radial resolution and50µs temporal resolution
are now possible. With a resolution of approx.2ms

theEr-profile during the inter-ELM phase has been studied before and as can be seen in fig.
1, theEr-profile derived from the CXRS measurements onN7+ resemble the neoclassical ex-
pectations, which are dominated by the ion pressure term fornormalized radiusρpol > 0.96.
Further inside the toroidal rotation becomes notable, while the ion pressure gradient becomes
less strong. No strong effects due to poloidal rotation or additional effects such as ion orbit
losses seem to be of importance. As a next step attemps were launched to find deviations from
the neoclassical expectations either spatially or dynamically.

2. Er through an ELM cycle
With a time resolution of≈ 2ms a limited
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the minimum of the mea-

suredEr toEr,neo within the ELM-cycle. The diver-

tor currentIdiv is used for synchronization.

resolution of the ELM crash and the sub-
sequent recovery of profiles is possible. In
[4] such investigations are presented and do
not find deviations between the measuredEr

and the neoclassicalEr,neo. With the new,
faster CXRS system similar investigations
have been performed allowing for a time reso-
lution of down to70µs. The measured quan-
tities, i.e. the poloidal and toroidal flow ve-
locities ofHe2+ and the density and temper-
ature profiles, are synchronized to the occur-
rence of more than 100 ELMs at an ELM fre-
quency of≈ 80Hz, which are detected via
the divertor thermocurrentsIdiv. All mea-
surements are then averaged on intervals of
100µs. From this dataEr is determined via
the radial force balance equation of helium.
For calculating the neoclassicalEr,neo the ion
density is inferred from the electron density
measurement, and the ion temperature and toroidal ion rotation are derived from the CXRS
measurement. In fig. 2 the minimum value of theEr- andEr,neo-profiles are compared during
the evolution of an ELM cycle. Within the scatter of the data points no deviations are observed
and thus,Er seems to be governed by purely collisional physics.
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3. The Role of the backgroundEr for the L-H transition
At AUG the ion channel has been identified before [5,6] as a keyplayer for the onset of the L-H
transition. Due to the contribution of the ion channel toEr via the radial force balance equation
and the expected effects of a shearedEr on turbulence it is natural to investigate to what extent
Er is the driving factor for the L-H transition. To that end the onset of the L-H transition has
been investigated at various B-fields and in both hydrogen and deuterium plasmas. In fig. 3(a)
the power lossPnet,LH at the L-H transition is shown for these investigations, which contains
a corrections due to changes of the stored energy, but not dueto radiation. The threshold is
increasing with the toroidal magnetic field, while the threshold for hydrogen is clearly higher
than in deuterium. Both is qualitatively consistent with earlier observations [7–9]. In fig. 3(b)
the same is presented for experiments in which the electron densityne is scanned around the
known minimum of the power threshold.
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FIG. 3: (a) L-H power threshold forBt-scan, (b) same forne-scan, (c)E×B-

velocity atEr-minimum forBt-scan, (d) same forne-scan.

In fig. 3(c) the value
of theE×B-velocity
at theEr-minimum -
a proxy for the shear
of the Er-profile -
is plotted versus the
local magnetic field
suggesting a constant
vE×B threshold for all
B-fields. In fig. 3(d)
the same is presented
for thene-scan. Con-
sistently, the differ-
ent dependencies and
the difference due to
a different main ion

species may be unified, by a universal threshold in thevE×B velocity at theEr-minimum in
the range of 7 km/s. The measuredEr are obtained with a time resolution of a fewms and
are found to be consistent with the neoclassicalEr,neo. Thus, the discussedEr values may be
labelled ’backgroundEr’, especially, as effects due to turbulence and zonal flows are expected
to perturbEr on faster time scales.
Additionally, the decrease of the H-mode threshold in AUG using tungsten plasma facing com-
ponents (PFCs) as compared to the earlier results in AUG withgraphite PFCs may be under-
stood in terms of a constantvE×B-threshold, because the density profile in the full-W AUG
seems to be steeper than in the full-C AUG. This observation is elaborated in [10].

4. The Fast Evolution ofEr During the L-H transition
Having identified the importance of thevE×B velocity detailed investigations were performed
at AUG, in order to quantify the role of turbulence and zonal flows in the dynamics of the L-H
transition. Turbulence and zonal flows have been either proposed or measured to be interact-
ing with each other via predator-prey dependencies in [11–19]. In the present work, which is
largely summarizing the work of [3,20] an attempt was launched to identify the presence and
effects of zonal flows and turbulence by finding discrepancies between the measuredEr and the
neoclassicalEr,neo. As the CXRS measurement is necessary for the proper evaluation ofEr,neo

the upgraded system allowed for a comparison with unprecedented time resolution of 70µs. In
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FIG. 4: Various parameters during a typical L-H experiment, which features a dithering phase jumping

between L-mode and I-phae, an I-phase, an H-mode with type-IELMs and a backtransition to I-phase

and finally to L-mode.

fig. 4 an overview of a typical L-H transition as investigatedin the present work is depicted.
In fig. 4(a) the neutral beam injectionPNI trajectory is presented along with an interferometer
measurement of the line-averaged densityne and a measurement of the divertor thermocurrent
Idiv. In fig. 4(b) a spectrogram of a poloidal flux probe located below the plasma is presented.
The latter allows for identification of the I-phase beginning at t ≈ 4.62 s (cf. transition from
red shaded area to blue shaded area in fig. 4(a)) , where the frequent bursts show up at a base
frequency of a few kHz, while the burst character leads to harmonics of the base frequency.
Before t ≈ 4.62 s L-I dithers are observed, which are repetitive transitionsbetween L-mode
and I-phase, as is revealed by a few bursts occurring during the short I-phases. Note that an
improvement of confinement and even type-I ELMs are observedalready when entering the
I-phase (t ≈ 4.62 s). About25ms after the first type-I ELM (large spike inIdiv in fig. 4(a)) the
I-phase bursts disappear (t ≈ 4.72 s) such that the label ’H-mode’ seems adequate. However,
the confinement during I-phase is clearly improved versus that in L-mode as can also be seen
during the backtransition in which the density is still highduring the I-phase and dropping only
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at the final transition to L-mode (t ≈ 5.01 s). The zoom-ins, i.e. fig. 4(c-h), present time traces
of turbulence intensity as measured by the backscattered intensityAD from Doppler reflectom-
etry and flux changeṡB in the aforementioned poloidal flux probe. These measurements show
an increased turbulence level at the time of an I-phase burst, which occur during part of the
dithering phase (cf. fig. 4(c),4(f)) and during both the initial I-phase (cf. fig. 4(d),4(g)) and the
I-phase during the backtransition (cf. fig. 4(e),4(h)). Note that during the investigated phases
Ḃ shows very similar characteristics thanAD, such that in the following - ifAD is not available
- larger scatter inḂ is used as an indicator for stronger turbulent activities.
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FIG. 5: (a)&(e) Ti measurements at the plasma edge during several L-I-L transitions; (b)&(f) ne mea-
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indicative of the turbulence level;

During the dithering phase a repeated transition from L-mode to I-phase can be studied. In fig.
5, the important parameters for the analysis of such transitions are depicted, i.e. for #31052
several transitions are presented and for #30796 only one ispresented featuring also 3 bursts
in I-phase. A clear signature of the transitions is observedin theTi-profiles,ne-profiles and
the poloidal flow velocity of heliumvHe

pol as well as inḂ. Note that the edgene-profiles are
measured using the beam emission of a lithium beam, which requires the determination of a
background radiation profile without beam. This measurement is performed during the times at
which the grey shaded areas are plotted. One L-I-L cycle starts in L-mode (e.g.t ≈ 2.2675 s),
where theTi- andne-profiles are relatively flat, all poloidal rotation is smallandḂ suggests
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strong turbulence. Just after the L-I transition (e.g.t ≈ 2.27 s) theTi-profile steepens up mostly
due to a drop of theTi at the pedestal, thene-profile slightly steepens up mostly due to an in-
creased pedestal-top value. At that timevHe

pol exhibits an increased shear indicating an increased
shear inEr. Simultanously theḂ measurement suggests a strongly reduced turbulence. Unfor-
tunately, the passive component in the CXRS spectra can not be separated unambiguously by
beam modulation, because each L-I transition is slightly different to each other. Even with ap-
plied beam modulation this implies that the subtraction of the beam-off spectra from a beam-on
spectra both recorded during two different L-I transitionsmay not be perfect and doubt might
remain. Thus, not the fullEr was reconstructed. Using standard recipes for evaluatingEr,
good agreement withEr,neo may be obtained. Note that in the zoom-ins (cf. fig. 5(e-h)), the
described evolution is also visible, but additionally three I-phase bursts are recorded. During
the steady I-phase these bursts are characteristic for the I-phase and happen with a frequency
of a fewkHz. At each of the bursts simultaneously theTi- andne-gradients are relaxed along
with a reduction ofEr. Thus, each burst may be identified with a transport event relaxing gra-
dients. This is quite a different observation and interpretation from those reported in [11–19].
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In order to better document the effect of
an I-phase burst a steady I-phase was in-
vestigated by means of synchronizing all
measured data to the burst event. As
the I-phase burst are very similar to each
other, for short phases of a few hundred
milliseconds, beam modulation analysis
could be applied and the CXRS spectra
could be evaluated in all detail. In fig.
6(a) the derivedvE×B at three radii at the
plasma edge is depicted.vE×B is obtained
after evaluatingEr from the CXRS mea-
surement. During the burst the shear in
vE×B is clearly reduced, i.e. the differ-
ence invE×B between the three radii is
clearly reduced. In fig. 6(b) the ion dia-
magnetic velocityvidia is presented. As
explained abovevidia is virtually equal to
the E × B-velocity of the neoclassical
Er,neo. Thus, comparingvE×B to vidia is
testing whethervE×B is caused byEr,neo.
As an I-phase burst is reducing the pres-
sure gradients, accordingly the values of
vidia are reduced at the burst and recover
again after the burst. There is good agree-
ment betweenvE×B andvidia at all times

suggesting that the role of zonal flows is undetectable at theindicated measurement uncertainty
and at a time resolution of100µs. Consistently, the turbulence intensity documented viaAD

(cf. fig. 6(c)) is maximal at the burst and there seems to be no time lag between reduction
of gradients and increase in turbulence. Additionally, there is no extraEr due to zonal flows
just after the quenching of the turbulence an expectation ofpredator-prey models connecting
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turbulence and zonal flows.
In order to better compare the relation ofvE×B andvidia, all data from the presented time traces
are taken and thenvE×B is plotted versusvidia in fig. 7(a) for all three radii. No deviation
from the diagonal line is observed. Note that the error bars are chosen conservatively, i.e. the
error bars of gradients are the maximum variation possible for the error bars of the radial data
points. In any case the error bar is still considerably smaller than the actual value and thus, this
comparison sets a relevant upper limit to non-neoclassicalEr. Note that in [15,12], the role of
non-neoclassicalEr is postulated to be largest at the beginning of the I-phase, while later on,
which could correspond to the time interval over which the averages where performed in the
present work, the non-neoclassicalEr becomes smaller. Unfortunately, during the early I-phase
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it was not successful to perform the beam modulation subtraction of the passive CXRS emission.
Thus, the absolute comparison ofEr andEr,neo is not possible. However, if an increase ofEr

due to non-neoclassical effects is the underlying reason for the increase in gradients, there must
be a short time lag between the establishment ofEr and the enhancement of the ion pressure
gradient. IfEr is governed by neoclassical effects the two quantities should always change
simultaneously. To that end, a special analysis is performed for the first2ms of an I-phase. A
correlation analysis of the poloidal flow velocity of heliumvHe

pol - a proxy forEr - and∇(Tine) -
a proxy for the gradient of the ion pressure - is presented in fig. 7(b). The maximum correlation
close toτ = 0 suggests thatEr is governed by neoclassical effects, while the uncertaintyof that
correlation allows for time lags of up to about100µs. Note that in [21] a possible formation
of zonal flows giving rise to the L-H transition has been numerically investigated including
realistic damping mechanisms due to the toroidal geometry and a too strong damping of those
flows was found, such that they were predicted to be of no importance - as found in the present
work. Also in [22–24] the L-H transition is proposed withoutthe excitation of zonal flows via
turbulence.

5. Summary
In ASDEX Upgrade the edge radial electric fieldEr was investigated at the L-H transition,
during the fast phenomena during the L-H transition and throughout an ELM-cycle. The stud-
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ies ofEr related to fast phenomena exploited a recent upgrade of the CXRS system enabling
measurements with a frequency of up to20 kHz and a radial resolution of down to3mm. As
the CXRS system provides measurements of the impurity temperature profile, flow velocity
profile and density profile a reconstruction ofEr can be obtained from the radial force balance
equation. At the same time the neoclassical radal electric fieldEr,neo was evaluated using the
ion temperature - assuming they are equal to the impurity temperature - and using the electron
density profile - assuming that the ion density profile is selfsimilar to that of the electrons.
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In order to connect to
earlier results, which
found thatEr is equal to
Er,neo during the inter-
ELM phase the same
comparison was per-
formed with a temporal
resolution of100µs. The
comparison demonstrates
thatEr is equal toEr,neo

throughout the full ELM
cycle and even during
the ELM. This means
that neither zonal flows
nor ion orbit losses play
a significant role for
creating a fraction ofEr

beyondEr,neo during the
ELM cycle.
At the L-H transition the
E×B velocity at theEr-
well is found to be a constant for various electron densities, various magnetic fields and deu-
terium and hydrogen plasmas. This is remarkable, because the related power threshold varies
between1.1MW and2.3MW . The recent investigations are in line with earlier investigations
of Er at the L-H transition and with the observation that the ion heat flux is governing the L-
H threshold. Additionally, the criticalEr is also yielding an explanation for the reduced L-H
power threshold when moving from a graphite wall to a full-W wall.
Finally, fast phenomena at the L-H transition, which are identified in the literature as predator-
prey cycles between turbulence and zonal flows were investigated. Unlike in other investiga-
tions,Er andEr,neo are found to be equal at all times during these phenomena, here called
I-phase. Thus, for the observed phenomena only low significance may be attributed to zonal
flows. Also, no time lag between the reduction ofEr andEr,neo is found which is indepen-
dently supporting this point. Considering the unprecedented temporal resolution of theEr,neo

determination this calls for further investigations also at other tokamak experiments.
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